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My name is Simone Collins and I am
the mum, wife and creator behind
Our Year in Bali. I always dreamed
of living in a different country and
after many years I  finally convinced
my husband who agreed that living
abroad would be a great
opportunity to take a break from
our busy city life and expose our
children to a different world. 
I started www.ouryearinbali.com to
record our experiences during our
gap year in Bali.
We were so happy in Bali that our
gap year turned into an amazing
two-year family adventure that
changed our lives.
Now back in Australia, I continue
my love for the expat life by
providing a Bali relocation service
with essential living resources and
carefully curated materials to help
other families make the move too!

About us

 
- An Australian School System with the same curriculum and school calendar

- Only one or two hours behind Australian Eastern Standard Time, making it easy to work remotely
- Reliable internet access with free wi-fi widely available (our villa internet worked well)

- Regular flights to Australia and Singapore for easy trips home and visa updates
- More family leisure time (no washing clothes, clean the house, cook & commute to work)

- Lower cost of living allowing us to frequently enjoy restaurants, movies and travel
- A diverse culture and island life with a religious Hindu population

- A tropical climate where the forecast everyday is very warm
- Travel opportunities to explore in Bali, on nearby islands and in neighbouring Asian countries

- A diverse expat community and opportunities to form new friendships and connect with people and
entrepreneurs with a similar mindset

- Delicious food including exotic fruit and vegetables, affordable Indonesian and international cuisine
and an incredible health food scene too!

 

BALI OFFERED EVERYTHING OUR FAMILY WANTED IN OUR GAP YEAR:

https://ouryearinbali.com/move-to-bali-our-consulting-service/


 
YOUR MOVE IS OUR PASSION! 

Moving to Bali is an exciting opportunity but also a great challenge. Speaking of challenges,
the world is currently living with COVID19. This pandemic has changed our lives in so many
ways but it has demonstrated how we can work and school remotely, making a move to Bali
very possible. 

Prior to moving to Bali, we spent a year researching online, joining groups and forums, as
well as spending 10 days travelling around Bali inspecting schools, neighbourhoods and
villas. Not until we lived there did we realise just how difficult it was to gain a good
understanding on how things actually worked. We also discovered that there was a lot of
unspoken information and just getting the daily practicalities that we would never find
online. 

We have learnt a great deal about expat life: from choosing the right school and extra-
curricular activities to finding a good doctor, understanding the Balinese work culture and
opening a bank account. Deciding on a safe neighbourhood to live in and which school to
attend are often the first topics to research. 

Across the island you will find many expat communities to choose from each with pros and
cons. We can talk about the most popular areas of Sanur, Canggu and Ubud who all offer a
variety of schools and a wonderful lifestyle and are all very different. 



Whether you are interested in moving to Bali for 3 months, 6 months, a year or more
the same information and practicalities apply.

Families all around the world from the USA to India reach out for help whether they
have been to Bali 30 times or never before. I love sharing my knowledge that has
been carefully curated after our years of living there, daily contact with many Bali
expats, experiencing lots of positives and inevitably some negatives. 

By using my service you are doing the best homework, saving yourself a lot of time
and unnecessary worry or concern. 

I am excited to offer you this tailored consulting service to give you honest feedback
for your needs and budget so you have the right information to make informed
decisions. Not only willit give you everything you need to know but I really feel it will
fast track your new expat experience so you can settle into Bali life a whole lot
quicker. 

To get to know me a little more have a look at the chat I had with Expats Everywhere
about some of the things people need to consider when moving to Bali. Click here to
watch the video. 

All packages include a free 15 min Zoom consultation to discuss your needs and how
I can help you further. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oc-enmdv7hk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oc-enmdv7hk


 

Choose from the following four packages: 
 

Package 1 - $595 USD 
 

- An extensive family living guide with links (over 40 pages!) 
-Day-to-day expenses and references to suggested local Bali services 

- Personal family of 4 yearly budget in IDR on an excel spreadsheet
 - Essential checklists on subjects like renting a villa, hiring a driver, planning and more

 - Personal trusted contacts such as visa agent, places to shop, babysitters, doctor, dentist,
rental agents and relocation specialist (that has excellent long term villa rentals, can arrange
airport pick up, introductions to new people, bespoke requests, legals, general advice etc).

 - Follow up one-hour video consultation after reading all the materials to answer your
questions and provide any further advice and recommendations

 - Email support for 3 months prior to arriving (dates to be discussed)
 - Email support for 3 months upon settling in (dates to be discussed) 

 
Package 2 - $395 USD 

 
- An extensive family living guide with links (over 40 pages!)

 -Day-to-day expenses and references to suggested local Bali services
 -Personal family of 4 yearly budget in IDR an excel spreadsheet

 -Essential checklists on subjects like renting a villa, hiring a driver, planning and more
 - Personal trusted contacts such as visa agent, places to shop, babysitters, doctor, dentist,

rental agents and relocation specialist (that has excellent long term villa rentals, can arrange
airport pick up, introductions to new people, bespoke requests, legals, general advice etc).

 -Follow up one-hour video consultation after reading all the materials to answer your
questions and provide any further advice and recommendations

 - Email support for 2 months 



Package 3 - $295 USD 
 

-An extensive family living guide with links (over 40 pages!)
 -Day-to-day expenses and references to suggested local Bali services

 -Personal family of 4 yearly budget in IDR an excel spreadsheet 
-Essential checklists on subjects like renting a villa, hiring a driver, planning and more

 -Personal trusted contacts such as visa agent, places to shop, babysitters, doctor, dentist,
rental agents and relocation specialist (that has excellent long term villa rentals, can arrange
airport pick up, introductions to new people, bespoke requests, legals, general advice etc). 

 
Package 4 - $195 USD 

 
-An extensive family living guide with links (over 40 pages!)

 -Day-to-day expenses and references to suggested local Bali services
 -Personal family of 4 yearly budget in IDR on excel

 -Essential checklists on subjects like renting a villa, hiring a driver, planning and more
 

HOW DO I BOOK A PACKAGE?
 

To book please email hello@ouryearinbali.com the package number and 
I will email you a PayPal request.  

After payment is received you will be emailed all the package reading materials and resources. 
Depending on the package, further phone and email support will be arranged with you.

 

Simone Collins
 Whatsapp: +61 403 498 533 

email - hello@ouryearinbali.com visit - www.ouryearinbali.com 
 

mailto:hello@ouryearinbali.com
http://www.ouryearinbali.com/
http://www.ouryearinbali.com/


REVIEWS
 

“Thank you so much to Simone for her support in helping us through our journey in planning to move to Bali.
Her kindness, knowledge of the country, contacts and tips & tricks is a true time saving! Information that would

have taken us months to figure out. What is also very much appreciated as well is that the information
provided is updated and shared (cost of living, contacts...) which is key! (even more when the move is delayed) I

highly recommend her consulting services!” 
Kate, France 

 
“Simone was so lovely to talk to you and provided me with so much valuable information. It was great to talk

through a realistic budget and there was so much I hadn’t thought of. She has given me some great areas and
ideas to further explore in my research. Anyone making a move or just thinking of moving to Bali should use

her service. Thank you for all your advice Simone!” 
Sharon, Australia 

 
“We were considering a move to either Malaysia, Thailand or Bali and by using Simone’s service it has given us
the perfect information to make the decision so much easier. So grateful your service exists! Thanks so much

for all the help you have given us.”
Damia, USA 

 
"As I was researching relocating to Bali with my partner and young son, I came across Simone's Instagram.

I had a look on her website and thought this was just the lady that could help us with the move, making it an
easier process. Simone gave us a whole bunch of extremely useful guides plus contacts that would help with a
lot of logistical things, which in the long term will save us so much time. I had an incredible call with Simone, it
was great to talk to someone that has already gone through the experience with a family. I was able to ask as

many questions as I needed and after I felt so much more confident about the move. If you are planning a
move to Bali, there's nothing better than speaking to someone that knows exactly what it's like. Grateful for

Simone's help and would highly recommend." 
Anna, Holland 

 



- Short-term and long-term housing options
 - Furnished and unfurnished villas and what to expect for villa rentals

 - Safety (health and crime)
 - Best locations to live and information about the neighbourhood

 - Expat communities
 - Visas (working, family, retirement, investment)

- Things to be aware and what you will need to bring
 - Babies and young children

 - Practical financial advice (cost of living, opening a local bank account, transferring
money, credit cards)

 - Hiring staff and salaries
 - Health insurance and medical information

 - Driving options and getting around
 - Cultural information to assist with settling into local life

- Best apps and social media tips
 - Everyday practicalities

- Settling in 

Some of the topics we can discuss together

 

 - General cost of living and what to budget

 - Schooling, playgroups, child care and online

 - Pre-departure planning 

 



All photos by Simone


